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Laser-based ultrasound detection using photorefractive quantum wells
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We demonstrate a laser-based adaptive ultrasonic homodyne receiver using dynamic holography in
AlGaAs/GaAs photorefractive multiple quantum wells. The dynamic hologram acts as an adaptive
beamsplitter that compensates wavefront distortions in the presence of speckle and requires no
path-length stabilization. The photorefractive quantum wells have the unique ability to achieve
maximum linear homodyne detection regardless of the value of the photorefractive phase shift by
tuning the excitonic spectral phase. We achieve a root mean square noise-equivalent surface
displacement of 6.731027 Å(W/Hz)1/2. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Laser-based ultrasound1,2 is a promising nondestructiv
evaluation technique for remote sensing, manufacturing
agnostics, and in-service inspection for many industrial
plications. It may also offer the potential for detecting ultr
sonic signals from human tissue without the need
mechanical contact with the skin in conjunction with photo
coustic ultrasonography.3 Nonadaptive homodyne and he
erodyne reference-beam interferometers have been use
ultrasound detection, but they often do not operate eff
tively with the speckle that results from interrogating rou
surfaces. The development of time-delay interferome
~such as the confocal Fabry–Perot!4 allows the processing o
light scattered from a rough surface with a large field
view, but requires path length stabilization of the interfero
eter length to a fraction of an optical wavelength. More
cently, a number of laser ultrasonic receivers based on
herent detection using compensated reference-b
interferometers have been developed.5–10

In this work we use photorefractive quantum well th
films11–13 as high-sensitivity14 holographic devices that op
erate at the extremely low light intensities compatible w
the low light levels returned from typical surfaces under
spection. These devices act as adaptive beamsplitters to
pensate wavefront distortions and do not require path len
stabilization. Most importantly, the photorefractive quantu
wells have a unique ability to achieve linear homodyne
tection regardless of the value of the photorefractive ph
shift. In this letter we show that this feature of the photo
fractive quantum wells is a consequence of excitonic spec
phase.

The devices used in our experiments were grown by m
lecular beam epitaxy on semi-insulating GaAs substrate

a!Electronic mail: nolte@physics.purdue.edu
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600 °C. The active electro-optic layers consisted of a m
tiple quantum well layer composed of a 100 period super
tice of 70 Å GaAs wells and 60 Å Al0.30Ga0.70As barriers
with a total thickness of 1.3mm. The superlattice was proto
implanted after growth with two doses of 131012 cm22 at
energies of 80 and 160 keV to make them semi-insulati
The quantum wells were grown on a stop-etch layer of 50
Å Al 0.50Ga0.50As, which allowed the samples to be epoxie
to glass and the substrate removed to perform optical tra
mission experiments. Titanium–gold coplanar contacts 4 m
long with a gap of 0.8 mm were evaporated to apply tra
verse electric fields to operate the quantum wells in the tra
verse Franz–Keldysh geometry.13–15

The electro-optic spectra of the samples were charac
ized by measuring differential transmissionDT/T as a func-
tion of the electric field and is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The dif-
ferential transmission approaches 120% at electric fields
25 kV/cm. The change in absorptionDa due to the applied
electric fields is shown in Fig. 1~b!. We observed a large
electroabsorption approaching 6000 cm21 compared with a
maximum absorption of the heavy-hole exciton of appro
mately 15 000 cm21. The changes in the absorption spectru
are accompanied by changes in the refractive index in
material through the Kramers–Kronig transformations.16 The
calculated change in the refractive indexDn is shown in Fig.
1~c!. The fractional change in indexDn/n approaches 1%
These large changes in the absorption and index are cri
ingredients for good signal-to-noise detection in a homod
interferometer during two-wave mixing.

A key figure of merit in evaluating the performance
an ultrasonic receiver is the noise equivalent surface
placement~NESD!, which is the minimum surface displace
ment detectable for a signal-to-noise ratio equal to unity
a detection bandwidth~BW! and a power levelPh on the
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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detector. For a classical homodyne interferometer in the s
noise limit, the signal-to-noise is given by

S

N
5A 2hPh

hn~BW!

4pd

l
, ~1!

whereh is the detector quantum efficiency,n is the optical
frequency, andd is the root mean square~rms! surface dis-
placement. The NESD for a classical homodyne interfero
eter for a bandwidth of 1 Hz and a power at the detector o
W is given as

d lim
classic5S l

4p DAhn

2h
. ~2!

At a wavelength of 850 nm withh50.75 the NESD is
d lim

classic52.731027 Å(W/Hz)1/2. A detection limit of 6.2
31026 Å(W/Hz)1/2 has been demonstrated in bulk photo
fractive CdTe:V crystals6 and the detection limit for the com
monly used confocal Fabry–Perot interferometer in tra
mission is 331026 Å(W/Hz)1/2 at the peak of the frequenc
response.17

Homodyne detection in photorefractive quantum we
depends on the phase relationship between the diffracted
erence beam and the transmitted signal beam. In the lim

FIG. 1. The electro-optic response of the photorefractive quantum wel
different transverse electric fields on device No. 101196D. Large chang
absorptionDa ~b! and indexDn ~c! guarantee efficient two-wave mixing
The changing spectral phase,c~l! shown in~d!, allows tuning to quadrature
to achieve linear detection.
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small diffraction efficiency, the electric field of the supe
posed beam impinging on the detector is given by

Eh5exp~2a0L !FEs1Ah~l!Er

3expS i S f01c~l!1S 4p

l Dd~ t !1
p

2 D D G , ~3!

whereEh , Es , andEr are the combined beam at the exit, th
signal beam at the entrance, and the reference beam a
entrance of the photorefractive quantum well device, resp
tively, d(t) is the time-dependent surface displacement, a
h~l! is the quantum-well diffraction efficiency which is
function of wavelength and beam ratio. The photorefract
phase shift between the interference pattern and the reco
hologram is given byf0 . The excitonic spectral phase ass
ciated with the relative contributions of the index and a
sorption gratings to the combined beam is given byc~l!

c~l!5tan21F S l

4p D Da~l!

Dn~l! G . ~4!

The spectral phasec~l! is an approximately linear function
in wavelength through the excitonic transitions,18 and is in-
sensitive to the applied electric field as shown in Fig. 1~d!.
Optimal linear homodyne detection occurs at quadrat
when the phase of the transmitted signal relative to the
fracted signal is equal top/2 during two-wave mixing. The
unique feature of the photorefractive quantum wells is t
this condition can always be satisfied for any photorefract
phase shift by tuning the wavelength of the probe las
Quadrature is satisfied whenf052c(l), for which the
signal-to-noise ratio in the signal-arm beam is

S

N
5

hdPh /hn

AhPh

hn
BW

'2A hPr

hnBW
expS 2

a0L

2 DAh~l! S 4p

l Dd~ t !, ~5!

wheredPh is the time-varying component of the total powe
The noise-equivalent surface displacement~NESD! for the
photorefractive multiple quantum well thin film is thus give
by

dmin~l!5S l

4p D 1

2Ah~l!
expS a0L

2 DAhn

2h

BW

Pr
. ~6!

The value ofdmin given by Eq.~6! is larger than the idea
value of Eq.~2! by

exp@~a0L/2!#

2Ah~l!
.

We performed degenerate two-wave mixing on the
vices to experimentally measure the NESD by writing a gr
ing using a cw Ti sapphire laser with a fringe/grating spac
of L5300mm. The long fringe spacing was used as a co
venience to study the physical behavior of mixing in t
quantum wells, although more realistic fringe spacings of
mm or less could be used in practical systems. Homod
measurements were performed using a piezoelectric tr

r
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ducer or an electro-optic phase modulator to simulate sur
displacement, and a dc electric field was applied across
contacts. The transmitted signal was measured using a s
noise-limited silicon photodetector with a 125 MHz ban
width. The writing beams had nearly equal intensities in
mixing experiments.

The signal-to-noise ratio during homodyne mixing w
measured using a spectrum analyzer with a 1 Hzbandwidth
for an incident power of 20mW on the device. The spectra
dependence of the NESD of device No. 101196D is show
Fig. 2 for an electric field of 18.75 kV/cm, compared wi
values of NESD that are predicted from Eq.~6! using the
electroabsorption data of the same device from Fig. 1~b!.
Good agreement with the theoretical prediction is dem
strated, and a noise equivalent surface displacement o
31027 Å(W/Hz)1/2 is measured, which is within a factor o
3 of ideal homodyne limit of Eq.~2!. The NESD could be
further improved by about a factor of two@see Eq.~5!# by
increasing the power in the reference laser beam while ke
ing the power of the signal laser beam constant.

Figure 3 shows the temporal response of the homod
signal for several different wavelengths demonstrating t
ing through quadrature~required for linear detection! by tun-
ing the wavelength of the probe laser. Homodyne detec

FIG. 2. The spectral dependence of the noise-equivalent-surface disp
ment, NESD, showing good agreement between theoretical prediction
experimentally measured values during two-wave mixing for an incid
laser power of 20mW on device No. 101196D.

FIG. 3. The temporal response of the homodyne signal for different pr
laser wavelengths on device No. 020197C. Tuning for optimal homod
signal by adjusting the wavelength~to control the excitonic spectral phase!
is demonstrated, which is unique to the photorefractive quantum wells.
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was performed using an~EOSI! diode laser with a total in-
cident power of 28mW. A 2 MHz underdamped piezoelec
tric transducer was used to vibrate the surface of a mi
which reflected the signal beam onto the photorefract
quantum well. The electric field applied to device N
020197C was 16.8 kV/cm and the temporal signal was
tected on a digital storage oscilloscope with 32 averages.
maximum homodyne signal was achieved at a wavelengt
836 nm, where the mixed waves achieve quadrature.

In conclusion we have demonstrated the operation o
novel laser-based ultrasound receiver based on two-w
mixing in photorefractive multiple quantum wells, operatin
close to the quantum noise limit. We have also demonstra
the ability to tune to quadrature by using the excitonic sp
tral phase. The tunability and sensitivity of these devic
make them viable candidates for applications in indust
markets.
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